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Dun & Bradstreet Risk Rating

Low risk

Dun & Bradstreet credit limit
recommendation

£175,000

Trading opinion

Proceed with transaction

How does its Dun & Bradstreet Risk
Rating compare with other
businesses in the same industry?

Better than average for this industry

Year this business started
Are there any significant legal
proceedings/events against this
business?

2012
No

How large is this business?
Sales
Number of employees

£11,328,519
5 Employees

Who are the directors/proprietors?

Mark Stewart, Company Secretary
Andrew M Fox, Director
Simon Leary, Director
Mark J Stewart, Director

Who owns the business ?

No parent company

Financial figures

Year
2017
2016
2015
Turnover 11328519 5465942 3005520
Gross Profit 920461 439391 386076
Net worth 1455651 620748 418754
Current
2.7
5.4
1.7
ratio

Bank details
Name
Sort code

LLOYDS BANK PLC PO Box 1000 CHELMSFORD
Essex BX1 1LT
30-91-85
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If you have any queries regarding this report, please email Dun & Bradstreet customer service
at customerhelp@dnb.com
To save this report click on 'file' on your toolbar & select 'save as'.
tracker report advice
The tracker report provides you with updated objective and accurate commercial information
based on facts and analysis to give you peace of mind. We not only give you more information
on the data that has changed, but also provide you with a more in-depth explanation of the
other indicators and measures for an indication of the condition of the business.
Changes are highlighted in bold italics in blue on the tracker report with positive and negative
performance changes in green and red respectively.
Risk Rating:
This score enables you to assess future risk associated with a particular customer or supplier
taking into account all the factors that drive business success or failure. Dun & Bradstreet
assess each business using a unique scoring system that takes into account trends in the
industry, financial strength, past payment trends and the history of the company amongst
other things.
(1/4) This business presents a significant level of risk. It is advisable to take
suitable assurances, such as personal guarantees, before extending credit. Alternatively, try to
secure at least a proportion of revenues at or before delivery.
(2/4) This business represents a slightly greater than average risk. It should
generally be OK to proceed with the transaction, but you would be well advised to take care
when offering the business credit. In addition, you are strongly advised to continue to
use tracker to monitor the company's progress and to continue to notify you if there are any
changes to the circumstances of the business.
(3/4) This business represents a low risk. You can be fairly confident that you can
proceed with the transaction and offer this business your standard credit terms. However, you
may wish to continue tracking them so that you can be alerted if there are any significant
changes.
(4/4) This business represents a minimal risk. You can be confident that you can
proceed with the transaction, and you can even offer extended terms if this is necessary to
continue your business relationship.
No star. There is insufficient information available on this business to assign a risk
rating. In the absence of this information, you would be well advised to proceed with some
caution, and it may be worth obtaining trade and professional references from the customer
before you extend credit terms.
Payment performance:
The main component of the level of overall risk for a business is the likely timing of payment,
which is calculated from the Dun & Bradstreet Payment Performance score.
Dun & Bradstreet receive account ledgers from several hundred partners on a monthly basis
and process 45 million UK trade experiences annually to match the payments to companies on
the database.
A computer algorithm scores the business on its payment performance in the context of the
industry in which it operates, starting with a market sector norm over a 24 month period. This
means the rating can be relied on to make it easier for you to accurately weigh up the possible
impact of a trading partner's cashflow on your own profits.
(1/5) This business has a poor history of payment performance - generally
paying on average 31 days or more beyond terms. You would thus be well advised to carefully
monitor their account and take reasonable steps to reduce any payment delays. In addition,
you may wish to look for a proportion of revenues in advance, or to limit credit terms pending
payment performance. Ensure your terms and conditions of business are clearly spelt out.

(2/5) This business tends to be worse than average in their payment
performance - generally paying on average 16-30 days beyond terms. You may wish to
monitor their account closely and to ensure that payments delays do not become significant.
(3/5) This business has an average payment performance - generally paying on
average 6-15 days beyond terms. Your standard credit control policies should be adequate to
ensure payment, but you may wish to monitor their account to ensure that payment delays do
not become significant.
(4/5) This business has a slightly better than average payment performance generally paying on average 1-5 days beyond terms. Your standard credit control policies
should be adequate to ensure payment within terms.
(5/5) This business has good payment performance - generally paying within
terms.
No star. There is insufficient information available on this business to assign a
performance rating. In the absence of this information, you would be well advised to proceed
with some caution, and it may be worth obtaining trade and professional references from the
business before considering credit terms.
Credit Recommendation:
This represents the highest value in goods and services that Dun & Bradstreet recommends
you should allow this customer or partner at any point in time. This assumes it is a
straightforward transaction with an average customer or partner. It should not be used to
decide what size contract or tender to agree with this business.
Significant Events:
Using the Dun & Bradstreet dynamic database for information on all legal notices within
England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland so we can inform you of any details of
businesses being wound up and struck off, those going into receivership, County Court
Judgments and personal bankruptcies.
These are all significant events and wherever a special event has been flagged up by the
report, you are strongly advised to get further information and to seek guidance from your
own professional advisers.
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